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Chapter 7 – Additional Models 

Selection w/ 3 alleles or 2 loci 

Fecundity Selection 

Frequency-dependent Selection 

Selection and drift (compare to migration and drift) 

*Selection and migration (divergence w/ gene flow) 

Selection and mutation 

Selection in the coalescent 

A simple fitness 
“landscape” 
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Malaria 

v S allele codes for a variant form of β -
hemoglobin 

v SS individuals suffer from severe anemia 
² sickle-cell disease 

v AS individuals appear to be protected from 
malaria because infected cells undergo sickling 
and are removed from circulation 

v ~fitness where malaria is prevalent 
²  wAA = 0.9, wAS = 1, wSS = 0.2 

v equilibrium allele frequency of A = 0.89 

Malaria 

v glucose-6-phosphate dehydrogenase (G6PD) is 
an X-linked gene that helps control oxidative 
damage in erythrocytes 

v G6PD A- has reduced activity but appears to 
protect carriers from severe malaria 
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distribution of  
sickle-cell allele 

distribution of  
G6PD deficiency  
allele 
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Guindo et al. 2007  
PLoS Medicine 

X-Linked G6PD Deficiency Protects Hemizygous Males but 
Not Heterozygous Females against Severe Malaria 
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The C allele… 

v CC homozygote has the highest fitness 
but is rare… why? 

The C allele… 

v CC homozygote has the highest fitness 
but is rare… why? 

² at equilibrium: 

² rare C allele has mean fitness of: 

€ 

A frequency = 8/9, S =1/9, and w = 0.911

€ 

8 /9 × 0.9 +1/9 × 0.7 = 0.878
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Δp = p
wA −w( )
w

=
wAAp+wABq+wACr( )−w

w

From: Templeton AR (2006) Population Genetics and Microevolutionary Theory 
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Does overdominance (heterozygote 
advantage) maintain genetic diversity? 

ONE LOCUS: 
v stable equilibria are generally not expected 

with multiple alleles  
v  if wij > max (wii, wjj), stability for 4, 5, or 6 alleles is 

expected in only 12.6, 1.2, and 0.03% of random 
fitness sets 
² each wij assigned a random number 

between 0 and 1 
v  if wij > max (wii,…, wnn), stability for 4, 5, or 6 

alleles is expected in only 34.3, 10.4, and 1.3% of 
random fitness sets 

Does overdominance (heterzygote 
advantage) maintain genetic diversity? 

MANY LOCI: 
v “genetic load” - reduction in fitness 

compared to the situation if all individuals 
had the optimal genotype 

v if overdominance were important at a large 
number of loci, most individuals would have 
less fit homozygous genotypes at many loci 

v if fitness is multiplicative across loci, then 
mean fitness would be very low 
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Adaptive topography & Drift 

v fitness as a function of allele frequencies 
forms an adaptive topography or 
landscape 
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Adaptive Topography & Drift 

v  fitness as a function of allele frequencies forms 
an adaptive topography or landscape 

v how can populations escape non-optimal, 
local equilibria? 
² Wright – “shifting balance theory” 

²   important role for genetic drift in moving 
populations between adaptive peaks 

² the fitness landscape may also change with 
environmental conditions, population density, 
etc. 
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allele frequency gene 1 
allele frequency gene 2 


